Interviewing Effectively

Getting an interview means the employer sees you as a qualified candidate and is interested in hearing more about your training, skills and experience. The resources below will support you in every stage of the interview process, including preparing for an interview, presenting your skills, experiences and interests effectively and following up professionally with an employer.

A. Preparing for the Interview

- Read sample PT questions for the interview at readyprepinterview.com
- How to answer the "What's your weakness?" question
- How to answer the "Have you ever been fired?" question
- How to look good in Skype/Video interviews
- How to prepare and communicate effectively on a phone interview
- Practice your interviewing skills with a counselor

B. Looking Polished: What to Wear, and Etiquette

- Get ideas on what to wear and what to bring to the interview on our Pinterest pages
- Watch this great video on dining etiquette created by Niagara University

C. Following up: The Thank you Letter

- How to write a thank you letter with sample
- Sample: Thank you letter 2
- Sample: Thank you letter 3
- How to follow up with an employer after the interview

D. Evaluating, Accepting or Rejecting the Job Offer

- How to negotiate a situation where you have an offer from organization A and are waiting to hear from organization B
- How to write an offer acceptance letter
- How to write a declining the offer? or ?withdrawal from pool? letter
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